
Brass Knuckle Ball Joints feature
unsurpassed strength and
durability. Utilizing the very best
seal components in the world
from NOK Japan, the quality,
fitment, and tight tolerances
of these ball joints far exceed
the industry standards.
All ball joints use a Japanese
metric Thread ( the same as for

the bikes for which they were
designed!) and include a
drilled stud with a castle nut
and cotter key for added safety
and ease of installation (If you
have ever installed ball joints
with the inferior nyloc design,
you will appreciate this!). Sold
in sets of 2.

All HDUSA Tie Rods are manu-
factured using only the best
seamless 304 Stainless Steel or
Chromoly Alloy. This Stainless

Steel, being an extremely hard
metal by nature, is NOT heat
treated to help prevent the rod
from breaking.

The Grunts are machined from
aircraft quality billet aluminum
in 2 sizes to fit nearly every
stock and aftermarket a-arm.
The Grunt was specifically
designed with the exclusive
HDUSA "Poly Sleeve" that

protects the arms finish, powder
coating and chrome plating,
and enables the clamp to
swing out of harms way in the
event of an impact.
Sold in sets of 2.

The most complete ball joint separator
tool in the business. This tool comes
complete with all of the bolts to fit the
largest number of applications.
This tool will not damage ball joints or a-arms and 
is a must have for the professional mechanic or 
weekend warrior.

Model Reference
Honda TRX 450 RHDAC01
Suzuki LTZ 400 RHDAC01
Yamaha Superior* RHDAC02
Yamaha Inferior RHDAC03
Yamaha Banshee superior RHDAC04

Model Reference
Honda TRX 450 RHDAC05
Yamaha 350 Banshee RHDAC06

450 YFZ (-05) RHDAC07
450 YFZ (06-) RHDAC08
660 Raptor RHDAC07
700 Raptor (06-) RHDAC08

Suzuki LTZ 400 RHDAC09
Kawasaki KFX 400 RHDAC09

* excepto Banshee

Diameter Reference
25,4 mm RHDS001
19 mm RHDS002

Reference RHDACEX
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